Incorporating AASL Standards into your School Library Program

In this one day hands-on seminar, librarians will examine and digest our new library standards. Through engaging activities and planning, librarians will exit feeling equipped to tweak their library program for new standards and our 21st Century Education models.

Administrators are welcome to attend during the morning session so they can see what new national library standards are all about; pick up some tools for evaluation library programs; exit with some ideas for program improvement; pick up some ideas for delivering PD in a hands-on interactive way.

During this day, we will embrace: **Power Verbs; Inquiry-based collaborative learning; technology tools; library reading programs;** and our **Literacy Ecosystem** to assess where our strengths and weaknesses are. We will even discuss scenarios such as...How do I meet standards if you find yourself void of classroom collaboration? What's the link between technology tools and new standards? Where does reading fit in the standards...and more.

Librarians will share ideas, set goals, and brainstorm program modifications to begin to align their instruction with new standards.

**Date:** November 29, 2018  
**Time:** 9:00 am – 2:00 pm  
**Place:** SCLS Auditorium, 627 North Sunrise Service Road, Bellport  
**Register:** https://goo.gl/JWKkjB

*Paige Jaeger* is an educator, librarian, and professional developer who has worked at both the elementary and secondary levels. She is the author of three books on Inquiry-Based Learning and sits on the Advisory Board of School Library Connection magazine.

**For further information, please contact Carl Vitevitch at 631-286-0891**